Mathematical modeling and spectrum analysis of the physiological patello-femoral pulse train produced by slow knee movement.
Analysis of vibration signals emitted by the knee joint has the potential for the development of a noninvasive procedure for the diagnosis and monitoring of knee pathology. In order to obtain as much information as possible from the power density spectrum of the knee vibration signal, it is necessary to identify the physiological factors (or physiologically relevant parameters) that shape the spectrum. This paper presents a mathematical model for knee vibration signals, in particular the physiological patello-femoral pulse (PFP) train produced by slow knee movement. It demonstrates through the mathematical model that the repetition rate of the physiological PFP train introduces repeated peaks in the power spectrum, and that it affects the spectrum mainly at low frequencies. The theoretical results also show that the spectral peaks at multiples of the PFP repetition rate become more evident when the variance of the interpulse interval (IPI) is small, and that these spectral peaks shift toward higher frequencies with increasing PFP repetition rates. To evaluate the mathematical model, a simulation algorithm was developed, which generates PFP signals with adjustable repetition rate and IPI variance. Signals generated by simulation were seen to possess representative spectral characteristics typically observed in physiological PFP signals. This simulation procedure allows an interactive examination of several factors which affect the PFP train spectrum. Finally, in vivo measurements of physiological PFP signals of normal volunteers are presented. Results of simulations and analysis of signals recorded from human subjects support the mathematical model's prediction that the IPI statistics play a very significant role in determining the low-end power spectrum of the physiological PFP signal.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)